
Kick-off Your SAP Journey on AWS
Explore the options and define the most suitable  roadmap and 
 architecture to run SAP on AWS

As an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner certified for the 
Migration and SAP competencies, we regularly advise our 
customers on their SAP journey to AWS. If you’ve found 
yourself asking any of the following questions, you’re not 
alone:

 › How can I reduce the overall costs of running my on- 
premise IT systems and leverage cloud economics?

 › How can I ensure a smooth transition of my SAP 
workloads to AWS with minimal system and business 
impact and/or downtime?

 › How can I leverage architecture best practices 
supported by AWS and SAP to optimize performance 
while keeping spending in check?

 › What is the best roadmap for our organization to 
transition to AWS and S/4HANA?

 › How can I understand if either RISE with SAP or a 
direct move to AWS is the best choice for me?

 › How can IT cater to an increasing pace of business 
innovation? How can we accelerate and optimize the 
provisioning of new SAP instances on AWS? 

 › How can I find a reliable and trusted advisor to 
support my SAP to AWS migration?

We’ve helped customers get clear answers to these, 
and other, pressing questions using our SAP on AWS 
Assessment.

The SAP on AWS Assessment is a funded assessment program delivered by SoftwareONE to assist you 
while preparing your SAP migration to AWS. It defines an optimized architecture, roadmap and operating 
model for running SAP on AWS and provides you with actionable recommendations for reducing risks, 
duration and costs of your SAP ECC or S/4HANA migration to AWS.

Due to the increasingly competitive market, you need 
to meet customer demands more efficiently, accurately, 
and cost- effectively than ever before. Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) has invested heavily in supporting SAP 
with scalability, reliability, and security products that are 
necessary to ensure a successful SAP migration to AWS.

SoftwareONE has partnered with AWS to provide 
investment and technical assistance for businesses that are 
planning to migrate their SAP deployment to AWS. With 

extensive knowledge in SAP migration and modernization 
on AWS, our team of experts delivers comprehensive SAP 
assessments to help customers maximize the benefits of 
running SAP on AWS. With SoftwareONE’s experience, 
based on over 100 successfully delivered SAP cloud 
migrations, you will be set up with an optimized architecture, 
roadmap and operating model to maximize the benefits 
of running SAP on AWS and implement innovations that 
support your organization’s transformation agenda.



Technical Assessment

Our SAP and AWS experts 
will examine your current 
technical landscape to identify 
important prerequisites and 
interdependencies. Then, we 
will design an optimized AWS 
architecture for SAP that meets your 
requirements. We’ll also include a 
high-level TCO analysis to support 
your cloud migration business case.

Step 1 
Assess Your Readiness 

Step 2 
Mobilize Your Resources 

Step 3 
Migrate & Modernize for Success

Transformation Roadmap

Get a clear migration and 
modernization pathway to 
the AWS cloud for SAP ECC 
and S/4HANA, based on your 
requirements. We’ll analyze the 
various options for your migration, 
define your AWS Landing Zone 
and recommend a migration 
approach and timeline aligned 
with your milestones.

Expert Recommendations

Reduce costs, risks, and uncertainty 
for the execution of your SAP 
migration using our 

 › recommended preparation 
activities, 

 › lessons learned to minimize 
disruption during the 
migration, 

 › best practices to operate SAP 
on AWS and optimize cloud 
costs,

 › recommendations to 
modernize from ECC to 
S/4HANA

By migrating your SAP workloads to AWS, you’ll reduce 
your costs and enhance your business agility, allowing 
you to experiment and innovate with the broad range of 
services offered by AWS to expand the capability of your 
SAP systems.

 Our experienced and certified SAP cloud architects 
and consultants can help you reduce your cloud 
infrastructure costs, maximize your performance, and 
realize the benefits of increased agility, flexibility and 
innovation.

When you partner with SoftwareONE, you will be better prepared to 
realize the benefits from running SAP on AWS:

 › Accelerated SAP ECC or S/4HANA migration and transformation› 
 › Significant cost savings with funded contributions for assessment and 

migration services
 › Reduced complexity and risk through certified, seasoned experts and our 

automated SAP workload migration service
 › Optimized use of SAP with help from SoftwareONE SAP Advisory Services
 › Accelerated time-to-deployment, helping you implement new projects faster 

and increase agility
 › Extended SAP systems capability through adopted innovation, leveraging the   

extremely broad and dynamic set of innovative cloud services offered by AWS
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SAP on AWS Assessment
To help you identify your next steps to AWS, our funded SAP on AWS As-
sessment includes the following deliverables:

Contact us!
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 › Get in touch with our specialists to find out more:

AT phone:  +43 1 878 10 0 
email:    info.at@softwareone.com


